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ON THE OSCILLATION OF DIFFERENTIALTRANSFORMS
OF EIGENFUNCTIONEXPANSIONS
BY

C. L. PRATHER AND J. K. SHAW
Abstract. This paper continues the study of Pólya and Wiener, Hille and Szegö into
the connections between the oscillation of derivatives of a real function and its
analytic character. In the present paper, a Sturm-Liouville operator L is applied
successively to an infinitely differentiable function which admits a certain eigenfunction expansion. The eigenfunction expansion is assumed to be "conservative", in the
sense of Hille. Several theorems are given which link the frequency of oscillation of
(Lkf)(x) to the size of the coefficients of f(x), and thus to its analytic character.

1. Introduction. Let L be the second order linear differential operator Ly =
p2(x)y" + Pi(x)y' + p0(x)y, and consider the solutions on an interval (a, b) of the
problem

(1.1)

Ly = -Xy.

The parameter X is complex-valued, and (a, b) is an interval of regular points of L,
although the endpoints may be singular. We list our specific assumptions on the
operator and its coefficients in §2, but we mention here that (1.1) will include most
regular or singular Sturm-Liouville operators, and those equations giving rise to the
classical orthogonal polynomials.
It is often convenient to write (1.1) in its selfadjoint form. This comes about by
multiplying (1.1) by the integrating factor

P(x)=—¡—expir^-dt\
p2(x)

[Jy p2(t)

J

(y,xG(a,b))

and then replacing (1.1) by
(1.2)

Ly = (P(x)p2(x)y')'

+ P(x)p0(x)y

= -P(x)Xy.

Let us suppose that (1.1) has been equipped with boundary conditions of some
sort, so that a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions [un(x); jn„}"=1 results.
That is, for each n, u„(x) satisfies
(1.3)

Lun(x)

= -n„P(x)un(x)

(Lun(x)

=-finu„(x))

together with its boundary conditions (types of boundary conditions encountered in
this paper, along with assumptions on the eigenvalues ju„, are also detailed in §2
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below). Suppose we have the eigenfunction expansion of a function/(x),

(1.4)

f(x) = 2 /„"„(*),

a<x<b,

n=\

whose generalized Fourier coefficients are so restricted that the successive iterates
Lf, L2f,... of the differential transform L are computable from termwise application

in (1.4), i.e.
00

(1.5)

(Lkf)(x)

= ^ (-iin)kfnun(x),

fc= 1,2,3,....

n=\

Now typically, um(x) has m zeros in (a, b). At the same time, if the coefficients/,
are suitably behaved, we may choose k in such a way that a certain term
(-l>-m)kfmum(x) is the dominant one in (1.5). In this situation we may expect
(Lkf)(x) to experience oscillation, in fact to have m zeros, or sign changes, in (a, b).
On the other hand, if (1.4) is a finite series, ending with term fMuM(x) say, and
0 < ju.,< n2 < ■•• < fiM, then (-^M)kfMuM(x) will so dominate (1.5) that (Lkf)(x)
will have M zeros, and no more, for all large k. Thus, the coefficients /„ cannot be
too small if unbounded frequency of oscillation is to occur. This brings us to the first
of two general problems we study in this paper.
(PI) How large must the magnitudes |/J be and, regarding k = km as dependent
on m, how large must km be taken in order that (Lkmf)(x) have at least m sign
changes in (a, b) for infinitely many ml
This question has its origin in the classical works of G. Pólya and N. Wiener [10],
E. Hille [5] and G. Szegö [18]. In their study of the zeros of successive derivatives of
periodic functions, Pólya and Wiener used Fourier series methods to prove the

following.
Theorem A (Pólya and Wiener [10, p. 252]). Iff(x) = 2~=_00c„e"'Jt(c_„ = c„) is
an infinitely differentiable periodic function and

(1.6)

Hmsup|cJe"Y=

oo

for some y > 0, then there is a positive integer g so that f(k)(x)
values of k, more than (k/g)[/1 changes of sign in a period.

has, for an infinity of

In the context of (PI) we would say that km = gm2. It happens that the integers k
constructed in the proof of Theorem A are even, and so the result may be

interpreted as a statement about the successive iterates of the differential operator
Ly = y". Taking this point of view, Hille [5] considered the sign changes of the
successive transforms (1.5), with L a general second order operator. His principal
result [5, p. 482] is the converse to the obvious fact mentioned above for finite
expansions. He proves that if (1.4) is a "conservative system" (see §2) and the
inferior limit as k -» oo of the number of sign changes of (Lkf)(x) is finite, then
(1.4) is necessarily a finite series. This extends to the setting of differential operators

Theorem I of Pólya and Wiener [10, p. 249]: if f(x) is infinitely differentiable and
periodic, and if the number of sign changes of f(k)(x) in a period is bounded as
k -» oo, then/(x) is a trigonometric polynomial.
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Theorem A is actually the more difficult half of a better-known result (Theorem
III of [10]) linking the oscillation of derivatives of a periodic function with its
analytic character. Pólya and Wiener note that the condition

(1.7)

limsup|c„|e"Y

< oo,

/;-• oc

for all y > 0, implies that the Fourier series for f(x) converges in the entire complex
plane. Putting this together with the contrapositive of Theorem A, we obtain their
Theorem III [10, p. 249]: if the number of sign changes of f-k)(x) in a period is
o(k]/2), k -» oo, then/(*) is necessarily an entire function. A new proof of this, plus
an analogous result for iterates of Legendre's operator, and even further extensions,

were given by G. Szegö [18,19].
Noting that (1.6) and (1.7) are direct alternatives,

and returning to Hille's
differential operator setting, we arrive at the second general problem studied here.
Suppose the eigenfunctions un(x) can be continued analytically off of (a, b) into a
region ß in the complex plane containing (a, b).
(P2) How small must the magnitudes \fn\ be in order that (1.4) converge to an
analytic function in fi?
In resolving (PI) and (P2) we accomplish the main purpose of this paper, which is
to extend Theorem III of Pólya and Wiener to the framework of operators and
conservative systems of Hille. It turns out that the growth rates of \fn\ in (PI) and
(P2) are again complementary, and revolve around the condition (cf. [5, p. 496])
(1.8)

limsup|/,|ey'1'":=

oo,

y > 0.

The value of km in (PI) will have to be larger than either jnm or p2m,depending on
certain technical matters, but in the main cases of interest the frequency of
oscillation of (Lkf)(x), under condition (1.8), will be more than £1/(2+£), for
arbitrary e > 0 and infinitely many k. Very roughly, our principal result will say that
for "conservative systems", with eigenvalues ¡u„ such that either ¡¡.n= n or ¡xn= n2,
and with eigenfunctions un(x) analytic in a region ß containing (a, b), functions
f(x) whose iterates (Lkf)(x) have fewer than kt/(2+e) sign changes in (a, b) are
necessarily analytic in (a, b).
In particular, we have a generalization of the following result for orthogonal
polynomials which is stated, without proof, in [5].

Theorem B (Hille [5, p. 496]). Let (1.4) be the expansion of an "admissible" (see
§2) function f(x) in either Legendre, Jacobi, Hermite-Weber or Laguerre functions.
Assume that the number of sign changes of (Lkf)(x) is o(kx/1) for all large k. Then
f(x) is an entire function.

In the following section we summarize the axioms of Hille's conservative systems,
and we state our basic theorems. Our treatment of (PI) is broken down into two
cases, and these occupy §§3-4. Problem (P2) is considered in §5.
Some mention should be made of the set of "converse problems" to the one we
take up here. Instead of assuming information about the sign changes of (Lkf)(x)
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and deducing analyticity, one could take an assumed analytic eigenfunction expansion f(x) and study the location of the zeros of (Lkf)(x). In particular, the structure
of the so-called "final set" of f(x) with respect to the operator L has been
investigated. The final set S(f, L) of / with respect to L is defined by saying
z G S(f, L) if every neighborhood of z contains zeros of infinitely many iterates
(Lkf)(x). For derivatives, instead of differential operators, this notion is classical
(see Pólya's survey paper [9]). The present authors have recently examined various
aspects of final set theory in [16,17]. Final sets for some nonderivative operators,
acting on trigonometric sums and integrals, were determined by Boas and Prather in

[3,11,12].
An extension of the results of Pólya and Wiener to Fourier integrals has recently
been given by Prather [13]. Other analogues for almost-periodic functions were
obtained by Kacnel'son [8]. A special case of the results of the present paper for
Hermite and Laguerre expansions was considered in [14].
2. Hypotheses and statements of theorems. We assume the conditions of [5], and
will now summarize its specific axioms. While they seem numerous, it will be seen
that "conservative systems" include virtually all of the standard boundary value
problems of mathematical physics. In return for placing matters on the rather
elaborate postulational basis which follows, we shall have a method of proof with
wide applications.
To begin with, we require that the coefficients p0, /?,, p2 of L be real-analytic in

(a, b), which is denoted by
(A,)

pm(x)EA(a,b),

m = 0,1,2,

and means that pm(x) is real in (a, b) and is the restriction there of an analytic
function. Suppose also that
(A2)

p0(x)<0

and

p2(x) > 0,

a < x < b.

Hille classifies the operators L into four types, T„ for v — 1,2,3,4, according to
the behavior of the coefficients pm(x) at the endpoints of (a, b). Type T, (SturmLiouville) occurs when the pm(x) are analytic at both endpoints x = a and x = b,
and p2(a) ¥= 0 ¥=p2(b). Type T2 (Periodic) occurs when, in addition to the conditions of T,, we also have the lead coefficient of (1.2) satisfying P(a)p2(a) —
P(b)p2(b). The boundary value problems associated with these two types of
operators are the usual "regular" ones. In order to discuss "singular" problems,
Hille introduces the quantities K(x) = P(x)p2(x),
G(x,X) = P(x)[X —p0(x)],
Q(x, x0; X) = /xxoG(v, X) dv and R(x, x0; X) = JXo[Q(t, x0; X)/K(t)] dt, where a
< x0< b. If one of the endpoints is a regular point of L, we may place x0 there.
With this notation (1.2) can be written

(2.1)

(K(x)y')'-G(x,X)y

= 0,

and one has from (A2) that G(x, X) > 0 when X > 0. This positivity allows Hille [5,
Lemma 2, p. 469] to prove that the condition limsupx^fc/?(x, x0; X) < oo for some
X > 0 is necessary and sufficient for every solution y(x) of (1.2) to be bounded as
x -» b for every X > 0. A similar criterion may be set at x = a. Thus, it is reasonable
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to use the condition R(x, x0; X) -> oo to determine singular behavior at the endpoints. We say, then, that the operator L is of type T3 (singular) if R(x, x0; X) -> oo,
when x -» a and x -» b, for some X > 0. If each p„(x) is analytic at x = b, p2(b) =£ 0
and R(x, b; X) -» oo when x -» a and A > 0, then we say L is of type T4 (semisingular). The roles of a and b may be reversed in the latter case.
It will be convenient to use the notation (a, b) to stand for any one of the four
alternatives (a, b),[a, b],(a, b],[a, b). To write pm(x) G A[a, b) will mean that
pm(x) is analytic at x — a in addition

to pm(x) G A(a, b), while pn(x) G A(a, b)

will indicate any one of four such possibilités.
Associated with each operator type T„ is a class B¡,k){L; (a, b)} of functions of
continuity class C(k) which satisfy appropriate boundary conditions. For k > 1,

B\k\L; [a, b]} = {/G C2k[a, b]; (L"f)(a)

= (L"f)(b) = 0, 0 < n < k),

and

B{k\L; [a, b]} = {/G C^[a,

b];(L»f)(a)

= (L>»f)(b),

(DLmf)(a) = (DLmf)(b), 0^m<k},
where D denotes the ordinary derivative operator. To define B\k) and B\k) Hille
introduces the solutiony(x; x0, X) of (1.1) uniquely defined by the initial conditions
y(xQ) — 1, y'(x0) — 0, where a < x0< b. Again, if an endpoint is regular we may
place x0 there. The singular boundary class is B\k){L; (a, b)} = {/ G

C{2k)(a, b); [(L"f)(x)/y(x;

x0, X)] -* 0 when x - a and x -* b, 0 < n < k, for some

x0 G (a, b) and arbitrarily small X > 0}. As for the semisingular case, we fix
nonnegative constants c, and c2, not both 0, and put B¡k){L; (a, b]} —{/G

C(2k\a, b]; [(L"f)(x)/y(x; b, X)] -+ 0, as x -* a, where X > 0 is arbitrarily small,
and cx(Lnf)(b) + c2(DLnf)(b) = 0,0 *¿n<k}.
The classes A„{L; (a, b)} are obtained from B¡,X){L; (a, b)} by putting on the
requirement/ G A(a, b) over and above/ G C(oo)(a, b).
The functions f(x) we consider are ones that satisfy /afcP(x)\ (L"f)(x) \2dx < oo
(n = 0,1,2,...)
and which are members of some Av. In other words, all of the

successive iterates f(x), (Lf\x),(L2f)(x),...
are in the weighted Lebesgue space
L2(P;(a,b))
and satisfy the boundary conditions pertaining to the Av which
contains/(x).
The eigenfunctions un(x) in (1.4) will belong to the same Av as/(;t) does. In cases

v = 1,2 the boundary conditions f(a) = f(b) = 0 and f(a) = f(b), f'(a) - f'(b),
are the standard ones used to define the domain of a selfadjoint Hilbert space
operator. In our case, the operator T„ is the restriction of L to BJ;l){L;[a, b]} for
v = 1 or 2. Therefore, the eigenvalues {jun} are just the usual ones comprising the
point spectrum of T„, and the expansion (1.4) comes about by taking an operator
with a discrete spectrum. However, the condition/(x) G A„[a, b] does not say that
all the iterates (L"f)(x) belong to the domain of T„ unless L — L (i.e. L is
symmetric, or "formally selfadjoint") simply because (Lf)(x) = P(x)(Lf)(x) ^

(Lf)(x).
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In cases v = 3,4 the boundary conditions are not the usual ones encountered in
spectral theory. However if L — L, we may introduce selfadjoint Hilbert space
operators T„ whose eigenfunctions do satisfy the conditions of Av{a, b). Such a
calculation is done in [15] for the case v = 4 with x = a regular and x = b singular.
The boundary condition involves a certain function x(0> which is a solution to (1.1)
with X — 0 and which belongs to L2[a, b). The boundary condition at x = b given

by
/?*(/) = Urn[p2(x)(x(x)f'(x)
x->b

- x'(*)/(*))]

= 0,

coupled with a constraint cif(a) + c2f'(a) — 0, give rise to a selfadjoint operator
[4,20,6]. It is proved in [15, Lemma 2.4], that members/(x) of the domain of the
operator always satisfy limx^h[f(x)/y(x,
a; X)] = 0, at least for X > 0 sufficiently
large. In many cases it is permissable to take X > 0 arbitrarily small, and here the
condition coincides exactly with that of B^{L; [a, b)}. Consequently, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are realizable as those of a conventional Hilbert space
operator.
If we are dealing with a nonsymmetric L, the Laguerre operator for instance, then
we are forced to rely on Hille's axiomatic approach. That is, we will assume the
existence of a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions {«„(•*)}?=i>eacn OI"which
satisfies the boundary conditions of the appropriate class Av.
The reason the classes Av are used is that they expediate Hille's work on the
"oscillation preserving" nature of operators of type T„. Given a function g G
Ci0)(a, b), we let V[g] denote the number of sign changes of g(x) in (a, b). To say
that g(x) has N sign changes in (a, b) will mean that (a, b) breaks up into exactly
N + 1 subintervals in each of which g(x) keeps a constant sign, the signs being
opposite in adjacent intervals [5, p. 466]. In the periodic case we identify the
endpoints x = a and x — b, viewing g(x) as being defined on the circle. Here N
intervals determine TV"
sign changes.

Let F be a subclass of C(2)(a, b), and let X be fixed and real. Hille [5, p. 468] terms
the operator L — X oscillation preserving in (a, b) with respect to F if

V[(L - X)f(x)] > V[f(x)]

for every/ G F.

The following result is crucial for our purposes.

Theorem C [5, p. 472]. // the operator L is of type T„ and X > 0, then L —X is
oscillation preserving with respect to the corresponding class B^\L;(a,b)}.

We remark that for type T,, the condition/(a)

= 0 may be replaced by c,/(a)

—

c2f'(a) = 0, where c, > 0 and c2 > 0, if f(b) = 0 is left unchanged [5, pp. 472-473]
and this does not affect the truth of Theorem C. The roles of a and b may be
interchanged. Also, the case f'(a) — 0, f'(b) — 0 leads to an altered class
B\]){L; [a, b]} with respect to which L — X is still oscillation preserving.
Consider now a system 5 = S{L, un(x), ¡i„; (a, b)} consisting of the operator L, a
set of eigenfunctions u„(x), and eigenvalues ¡in on the interval (a, b). We say that 5
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is admissible [5, p. 478] if L is of one of the four types T„ and, in addition to axioms
(A,) and (A2), the following axioms (A3)-(A6) hold.
(A3) The functions {[P(x)Y/2un(x)} form a real, complete orthonormal system

in L\P; (a, b)).
Of course the eigenfunctions satisfy the boundary conditions pertaining to T„.
Written out, the alternative boundary problems are:
(P,) (L + n)u = 0, u(a) = u(b) = 0;
(P2) (L + ii)u = 0, u(a) = u(b), u'(a) = u'(b);
(P3)(L + n)u - 0,[u(x)/y(x; x0,X)] -^0,x^a,b;
(P4) (L + fi)u = 0,[u(x)/y(x; b, X)] -> 0, x - a, cxu(b) + c2u'(b) = 0.
(A4) 0 < ¡i„ < iin+x\2°Z=xKa < oo for some a > 0.
(A5) There exist constants ß and y, and a nonnegative function U(x) G Cm(a, b)
such that | u„(x) |< tfU(x),

| u'n(x) |< ¡?nU(x).

(A6) V[un(x)] — n unless un(x) corresponds

V[u„(x)]>n-

to a double eigenvalue, and then

1.

Our axiom (A6) differs from that of [5], because we are seeking a stronger result.
In the periodic case the first eigenfunction may be zero-free. We prove our main
results below under the assumption V[un(x)] — n; at the end of §4, we indicate how
the proofs can be modified to cover double eigenvalues. In (A4) we have reflected
the possibility of double eigenvalues by writing ¡u,„< jtt„+1.
A set F = F{L, un(x), ¡u„;(a, b)) of eigenfunction series/(x) = 2^=1/„«„(x) will
be termed admissible if S is admissible and
(C,)/„ is real for each n,

(C2)2?=1fi*l/J<°o,* = 0,l,2.
An individual member/(x)

G F is called an admissible function. As Hille notes

[5, pp. 479-481] these are functions/(x) for which (1.4) and (1.5) hold, with uniform
convergence on compact sets, and moreover, /aAP(x)|(L"/)(x)|2

and /„ = /a*P(t)u„(t)f(t)
other cases.

dx < oo for all n

dt. In cases v = 1 or 2, F = B^°°\ while F C 5„<00)
in the

Hille's final axioms are:

(D„) If L is of type T„ then un(x) E A„{L; (a, b)} for all n. Thus the eigenfunctions satisfy (P„).
(E3) If v — 3 there exists a finite constant C(x0; X) such that U(x) <
C(x0, A),y(x; x0, X), a < x < ¿>,A > 0.
(E4) If v = 4, there exists a finite constant C(A) such that U(x) < C(A)><x; 6, A),
a < x < b, X > 0.
An admissible system 5 which satisfies the conditions (DJ and (E„) corresponding to its type T„ is called conservative.
This completes our discussion of the axioms of [5]. We require one more
assumption. We will suppose that there is a sequence {a„}~=1 and a constant S > 0
such that 1 < (l/a„) < ju*for all n, and
(A7) \un(x)/(anU(x))\
attains a value between each pair of consecutive zeros
of u„(x), and on either side of the interval of oscillation of un(x), of at least 1.
If ju„ is a double eigenvalue with eigenfunctions u„(x) and û„(x) then
|[m„(x) + aü„(x)]/(a„í/(x))|
attains such values for every real parameter a.
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For regular Sturm-Liouville problems with separated endpoint conditions, the an
may be taken as constants. The assumption on double eigenvalues in (A7) is
patterned after the periodic case, and specifically the condition that \sin(2mirx) +
ocos(2m7rx)| has extrema of (1 + a2)1/2 between its consecutive zeros. For the
classical orthogonal polynomials a"1 has order of magnitude nl/2 for Legendre and
Jacobi, and w1/4 for Hermite and Laguerre [1].
Supposing the eigenvalues /x„ to be simple, let us define the positive quantities

(2.2)

0m=/Vu

- Mm> wm= ^+i

-Vm2,

m =1,2,3,....

The objectives of §§3 and 4 are to prove the following two theorems for the case of
simple eigenvalues. In later remarks, we indicate how to modify them to allow
double eigenvalues.

Theorem 1. Let f(x) be admissible and satisfy
(2.3)

limsup|/JeT""/2

= oo

rt-* 00

for some t > 0. Let {cm}~=1 be a sequence such that km = cm¡j.2m
is an integer for each
m, and for all m sufficiently large,

(2-4)

cm/im>l,

(2-5)
(2.6)

Ojt^h
o < 0, < e2< • • •,

(2-7)

cjm_,

(2-8)
(2.9)

>t(3

+ 2t),

cmli2m>2(ß + «K,+iA.
m^r

exp[em_,(r - cJm_{/9)] - 0,

m - oo.

Then for infinitely many m, V[(Lkmf)(x)] > m.
Theorem 2. Letf(x) be admissible and satisfy (2.3) for some t > 0. Let [dm}™=xbe
a sequence such that for all m, km = dmnm is an integer, and for large m,

(2.10)
(2.11)

(2.12)

um>K>0

and

(um/^2)

</m^2>max

mtâ++\+■exp[-¿m<rJ/3]

< 1

(ft + rK,+i
Kfim
- 0,

(Kconstant),

T+ i|
' In4 J'

m - oo,/or i, / = 0,1.

Then for infinitely many m, V[(Lkmf)(x)]> m.
3. Proof of Theorem 1. Following Pólyaand Wiener, we start off with the following

preliminary fact [10, Lemma II, p. 252].
Lemma. Let [ln}f and {sn}f be two sequences such that l„ > 0,0 < j, < s2 < ■■■,
hmn_00/n = 0 and hrns\xpn^xlnsn — oo. Then there exists an infinite set of integers
{m) such that lm ^ln,n>
m, and lmsm > l„s„, n *£ m.
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For the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 we will put/„* = a„f„ and u*(x) — a„'w„(x),
so that/„un(x) = f*u*(x). Now suppose (2.3) holds. Then

i/„ i e™,/2=\f: i «>v/2

*í\f: \ ^y^2

<i/„* i e**»

for n sufficiently large. Thus lim sup„^ x \f* \ eT>1"= oo. Setting /„ = \f* | and sn = er,i",

(C2) implies /„ -* 0. The lemma then yields an infinite set cDfTL
of integers so that

(3.1)

|£|>|J?|,

n>m,mE^;

\f* \eT^ >\f„* |eT"", /i</n,me9H.

As in [5], we introduce the function

KA*if)= Ï f, 4limli\2}kf„u„(x)
for each pair m, k of positive integers. Then, by repeatedly applying the operator
(L - nm) to $m k, and noting Lun(x) = -/¿„"„(x),

(L-

we have

M„,)2^m,,(x; /) = (-^J(Lkf)(x).

Then by Theorem C,

(3-2)

v[(Lkf)(x)]>V[%uk(x;f)}.

Our aim is to prove V[$m k(x; /)] 5* w, where /c = km.
Recalling fnun(x) =f*u*(x),f*
= a„/„ u*(x) = <*;>„(*)> write

$„.*(*; /) = £X(*)

+ 5,(x) + 52(x),

$,(*)
="si,
^v, }*/:«*:(*),
»=i l(f*m+ mJ j
S2(x)= 1 |

4^"

}V>n*(x),

so that

(3.3)

<*>m,,(x;/)

£!/(*)

= <(x)

" f/(x)

,

$■(*)

f*U(x)

,

%(*)

f*U(x)'

By (A7), the first term on the right of (3.3) has m zeros exactly in (a, b), and its
absolute value attains the value 1 at least once between consecutive zeros and on
each side of the interval of oscillation. We are going to show that the terms
\Si(x)/[fmU(x)]\ are uniformly small over (a, b), for m sufficiently large and
k = km. Hence, the left side of (3.3) will have at least m sign changes in (a, b), and,
in view of (3.2), we will have the desired conclusion.
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To this end, consider first S2(x)/f*U(x) for m G 9H. Using (3.1), (A5) and the
definition of [an] we have
S2(x)

(3.4)

fn* U„(X)
& anU(x)

^nPn

f*U(x)

n = m+\ l(tln

+ Mm)

n = m+\ {(H„ + UrnY '

Mm+S 2

(m„//0ß + S •

'l(l+(M„/Mm))2

Let h = ß + Ô, and define g(x) = [4x/(l + x)2)kxh. Then the right of (3.4) is the
same as

(3.5)

/m[g(Mm+l/Mm)+g(rtm

+ 2/Mm)+

•••]•

The function g(x) takes its absolute maximum at the point xmax = (k + h)/(k
Now xmax < (¡im+ x/fim), for this is equivalent

(k + h)/ (k-h)<

— h).

to

(fiw+,/jO « kpL„+ hpm<(k-

h)(fim + em)

« h(6m+ 2/iJ < k$m« A(Mm+ Mm+i)< *0M,
which is imphed by 2hpm+i < kd] «• cm\?m> (2h/$])lim+] where k = km = cmn2m.
However, this last condition is (2.8), and hence, xmax < (jum+1//0.
Consequently,
g(x) decreases over ((¡J.m+,/ium), oo). Thus, (3.5) can be replaced by

(3-6)

Mm-UiMm+i//*«)+ g(Mm+ 2//0

(ftn+l/Mm)

(0*+l//O
{0m + 2/Vm)
/oo

g(x)¿x.

The first term on the right of (3.6) is

f*«g(M«+l/M™)

=/*m +

4Mm(Mm
+ 0J

4Mm+iM„

(f*«+i+mJ

P-m+i

(2mm + öm)2
"I*

= M*m+i 1 -

1

(2(Mm/öJ+l)2J
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Substituting Em = 2(¡im/6m) + 1, this may be expressed as

Mî,+,(i-i/«)*=Mî.+.{(i-i/^)£iri4)
< tihm+x(l/ef/El)

= íihm+iexp{-[cmli2m/(2(ixm/em)

= ^+,exp[-cm0M2

+ (0m/fiJ]2]

<^m+.exp[-cm^/9]

< e^'m/i^,«"-'

(by (2.5))

exp[-cm0„,/9]

= e-^m^m++\exp(6m^)[r

< e-^miiit',

+ l)2]}

(by (2.6))

-(cJm.,/9)(Bm/em_,)2]

exp(0„,_,)[T - cJm_,/9]

(by (2.6))

which converges to 0 by (2.9).
The other term in (3.6) is the integral fi^m+l/lim)g(x)dx in which k = km. Break
the integral into parts ranging from (ftm+i/Mm) to X, and from X to oo, where X is
to be chosen. We have

f

J Y

\+h

4x

4*(1 + x) k+"dx = ^±^

(l+xf

/•OO
Y

1 \ 1 +x

when k — km is large enough. The factor multiplying this integral is iil+hOi~l, but
km — cm\i2m,so A' > 3 implies that the truncated integral on the right of (3.6) does
not exceed

/C/

4 y^(\ + x)
k-h-l

1+ X
As for the range (¡xm+i/fO

\+h

0

as m -» oo.

< x < X, we replace the integral by

g(x)dx^g(nm+l/nm)X

if (f*m+i/j%) < x- Multiplying by the factor nl^h6{\ we get

0,I I(C«+i/C«i)

g(*)<fe<7TM1J'*g(Mm+l/i*«)
Ô

and this converges to zero by the above argument. Taken together, we have now
proved | S2(x)/f*U(x)\-* 0 uniformly on (a, b) as m -* oo, m G 91t.
As for the other sum in (3.3), we use (3.1), (A5) and the definition of an again to

estimate it by
S,(x)

ffU(x)

m-\

:2

^mft"_I

m/S+S^ri^-^J

»=1 U/»„ + MB>

We consider the expression [4x0x/(x0 + x)2]keT<-x°x); we will eventually set x0 =
Hmand x = fin. After a calculation, one sees that the expression has derivative, with
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respect to x, which is a strictly negative multiple of [tx2 + (tx0 + k)x — kx0\, and
so the derivative vanishes precisely at the points
*<*)=[-

(™o + k)±

\/(tx0 + k)2 + 4¿x0t]/

(2t).

Disregarding the negative root, we compute that
2kx0/ (tx0 + k)
[\ + (4Tkx0/(rx0

+ k)2)]l/2+l

Clearly x(+) 3* x(+), where
kx0/(rx0

+ k)

1 +[2TÂ:x0/(TX0-r-Â:)2]

'

With x0 = nm and x = ju„ we claim x(+) > Mm-1>for this is equivalent to

Vm + k

"—\

(rMm + )t)2

Mm _ / , , TMmW j +
ljkii'
('^)
Mm-.
V
* >\
(rMm + Ä:)2
Mm-I+Öm-1^/,

, T/tM\/l

**»-'

|

* M

2T/i

*(l + (TMmA))2

This is implied by

1+

¿L i \

^H-—

Mm-1 /

«

0m—\

3t

~^^^]+Tir
Mm-l

3tu„

2t

+ -TT

Cmrim

+

2t2u2
k

/

-, \

(k = km^cmli2m),

C^fi2

which is imphed by
0m-1 -3!
Mm-1

3t
Cmftm

** CA-I

.

2t2

(by (2.4))

Cm/lm

> T(3 + 2T)(/lm_i/itm).

which is imphed by (2.7) since /*„_, < pm. Consequently, x(+) > Jim_i, and this says
that the expression

[4/imMn/(Mm + M„)2]/cexp(T/im - r(in) is maximized

by taking
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n = m - 1. Therefore

S,(x)
&U(x)

4MmM
mr'm—

<(^-l)Mm+-6,

1

/(C.-M.-i)

(Mm + Mm-l)
4Mm-l(Mm-l

+^m-l)

(2Mm-,+Öm-,f

(«•-irii
where £„,^ | = 2(/im_i/#„,_,)

S,(x)

/M*)

1 **
£2
Lm-1

+ 1. Hence, we have

<(m-l)Mm+-S,(lA)

= (m-l)Mm-S,exp

/£„,-,)eT«

*#-!

röm_,

Om-. +#„,-,)
_Cm"m-

= (m-lKt81expöm_l

1_

(*

=

Cmr*m)

[2 + (öm_,/Mm_,)]:

<(m-

lKtlexp^.jr-^i)

(by(2.5)),

and this approaches 0 as m -» oo by (2.9).
In view of the remarks below (3.3), the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Corollary

1. Assume that the eigenvalues have the asymptotic form

Hm= an'(l.+

o(l)),

«-oo,

where p > 1 and a is constant, and specifically /in = anp(Y+ en) where ((n + Y)/n)p
> e„/e„+i > L/w a" «, a«^ e„ -» 0. Let f(x) be admissible and suppose that for each

e>0

there is a constant A>0

such that V[(LkfXx)]<

sufficiently large. Then lim sup |/„ | e^"

Akl/0+p+e) for all k

< oo for all t > 0.

Proof. By our assumption, 0n > apnp~\ If cn is selected so that c„ > nl~p+e',
where 0 < e, < e, then (2.4)-(2.9) are easily seen to hold. In fact, we choose c„ so

that
A-p + e ' < C. <

"

,1-p+e

^(l+ejV^

and put k„ = c„n2n= cna2n2p(\ + e„)2. Since this imposes only
a2n'+p+H\+en)2<kn<(n/Ay+p+t,
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we see that there are choices of c„ which make kn an integer. Observe that

v[(Lk*f)(x)]

^A(kS/0+P+')

<A

nl~p+en2p

= A[cna2n2p(X+en)2Y^+c)
1/(1+/> + <>)

n.
Ai+P+C

and this contradicts Theorem 1 unless (2.3) fails. The completes the proof.
When p = 1 we can thus come to within e of kl/2 for the upper limit of
V[(Lkf)(x)]. Hermite and Laguerre expansions are covered by this situation. For
p = 2, however, the corollary only gives (to within e of) &1/3 which, in view of Hille's
Theorem B, is not the right order for Legendre and Jacobi expansions. We shall see
that ki/2 (within e) is obtainable for these expansions through Theorem 2.
4. Proof of Theorem 2. Noting (2.3), set /„ =|/J and sn = e7^" , and apply the
lemma to obtain an infinite set 91t of integers such that

l/J>l/„h

(4.1)

»>»», m G 911,

\L >^>\f«W

n < m, m G 91t.

Again we let

2

*«.*(*;/)

n=\

4MmM„

fnUn(x),

(Mm+ /02

so that for m G 91t
m~\

(4.2)

f*U(x)

u*m(x) +

2

n=\

2
n-m+

4MmM«

■/>„(*)
amfmV(x)

1

u*Jx) + F,(x) + F2(x),
where F, and F2 denote the finite and infinite sums, respectively. As in §3, we are
going to show that F,(x), F2(x) -> 0 uniformly on (a, b) as m -> oo, m G 91t, and
whereA; = km in the statement of Theorem 2. By (A7) and (3.2) we will then have
V[(Lkmf)(x)] > m, which is the desired conclusion.
Beginning with F2(x), we first have

\T2(x)\<z 2
n = m+ I

^mM«

¿rs,

(Mm+ iO

and this is identical to the sum in (3.4). The argument used to show [S2(x)/f*U(x)]

-> 0 hinged upon showing that
(4-3)

xmm = (k + h)/(k-h)<pm+l/ixm

and
(4-4)

Mm+^(Mm+,Am)-0.

The same argument will therefore work for F2(x) as long as we can establish (4.3)
and (4.4) for the set of hypotheses (2.10)-(2.12) and where k = km.
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Statement (4.3) is equivalent to
(4.5)

h(tim + lxm+i)^kdm

as the paragraph below (3.5) points out. Now

9m= Mm+,- Mm= M£l

- tó*)(tóÍ.

+ M'm/2)
= «M(tó,

+ tó*) > 2^

by (2.10). Thus (4.5) is imphed by 2hnm+] <2Kdmn^2 (where we have put
* = ^m) ** ¿m¿/2 > [Vm+i/^ml
and this is condition (2.11). Therefore (4.3)
holds.
Working with (4.4),

(4.6)
Mlm+*í(/1m+l//'m)

4(Mm+l//0

1+/I

=M

(Mm+l/Mm)*

(1 + (Mm+l/Mm))2
A

4MmMm+

\+h

xm+l

MmMm+1

(Mm + Mm+l)2

(Mm + Mm+l)2
1/2..1/2
2M'm/2M
m+1
r m+ 1

2A

2M'm/2(M'm/2
+ «Q

2A

M1+í,
t*m+ 1

Mm+Mm+1

Mm+ (tó2 + «O'
2*

2Mm + 2ft'm/2w
r*m+ 1

4MmMm+l

w:

2A

r*m + 1

2Mm + 2Mm/2«m+ «.

2Mm + 2M'm'2Wm+ «»

2A

~ Mm+1 '-£

(£m = (2Mm + 2M,m/2com
+ to2)/io2)
(2*/£m)

f/j^

1

<

1-

\+h

-(2k/E„)

But putting k = km = dm[im makes

2*

£-

2d_w2

2í/ u io2

¿m"m

Mm+ÍM^ + ^m)2 1 + (1 + K/Vm/2))2 ^

3

by (2.10). Then (2.6) does not exceed m'^+ i exP(-^mwm/3), which tends to 0 by

(2.12). This completes the proof that F2(x) - 0.
To show that the finite sum F,(x) -» 0, we modify an argument of Pólya and
Wiener [10, p. 253]. Observe that for positive x and x0,
ÁXqX

(4.7)

x2 + x'

2k

-2 k

*o + *2\~2
¿XqX

2x

2x

Let x0/2x + x/2x0 = 1 + y, so that y — (x — Xq)/(2xx0). The condition y < 1 is
equivalent to x2 — 4xx0 + x2, < 0. In particular, if we require x0(2 — v3~) < x < x0,
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then we shall have y < 1. The quantity (4.7) may then be replaced by

(4.8)

(1 + yy2k < [e-y/2fk

= [*-■"]'

(0 <y<

l).

If there are any integers n =£m — 1 for which m'/2 > Mm2(2 — v^3), let us say that
they take up the range m, «£ n =£m — 1. Then
i»i|-l

m-l

n=

1

fnu„(x)

4MmM„

2 +2
B = ffli

*,(*)

f£U(x)

(Mm + Mn)2

+Ä2(*),

with /?,(x) denoting the sum over 1 <n<m,
— 1 and R2(x) the sum over
m, < n < m — 1. If the sum defining /?,(x) is empty we take mx = 1. The first
factor in /?2(x) satisfies, in view of (4.8),

2M'm/V/2

4MmMn

0»m+ fO2

r'm

-2 A

2A

(M'm^-M1/2)2
1/2..1/2
2M'm/2Ml„'

1+

r" n

fe(M'm/2-M'/2)2

< exp

2M,m/2M1/2

Making use of (4.1), we have for m G 91t,
m~x

(4-9)

¡

i*2(*)i< 2 Mrv^-^exp

kít¡}/2

n = m,

\

<Mm+S 2

-

ii1/2)2

-MM;1/2r;2}
^Mm Mn

Mm^-m1/2)

exp (m'^-m1/2)

1/2 1/2
2M'm/V„'

Next,
„1/2

Mm

_

1/2

1/2 _

Mn

1/2

_^ V-m

Mm-1

_

wn

2m*

2m.

2M'm/2M1/2

and so the factor

W - A") ^

M
^

2M'm/V/2

=

m

T

2^

m— i

2

is eventually negative; here we have put k = km = dm\im. Since
„1/2

^m

_

1/2 _

/

M„

1/2 _

yf-m
CO

1/2

Mm-1/

\

+ com_2+

, (1/2

^ \Mm-|

_

1/2

rlm-2>

■•■ + un^(m-

^ , ...

T

_i_ (1/2

^ tMn+l

_

1/2 \

Mn

n)K,

by (2.10), then (4.9) is not greater than

(4.10) ^+'2I«p(*0»-'0(t
<

i/mwm_,

Mm+\2Jexp(^T-^i))}y

= Mrim/(l-ím),

)
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where Fm = exp(K(r

- c/mcom_,/2)). Now

Fm = eKTexp[-Kdmum_i/2],

and this tends to 0 by (2.12). This proves | R2(x) |-> 0.
There remains the term jR,(x), in which m'/2 < Mm2(2~ /3 ), and in which y > 1,
where j is defined below (4.7) with x0 = n^2, x = m'/2. This being the case,

^M'm/y/VtMm + A.)]" = (1 + y)~2k< 0/4)\
and therefore,
WI| — 1

l*,(*)l< 2 (l/4)VÄ+,exp(T(^-M'/2))
n=\

<mMm+Sexp[-Hn4

+ T(M,m/2-M1„/2)]

<mfii+sexp[-kln4

+ r^2]

= m^*exp(M2[r

- (\n4)dm^2])

^mMm+5exp(-M'm/2)

(k = km)

(by (2.11))

and this tends to 0 because m„,-» oo. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Corollary

2. Assume that the eigenvalues have the asymptotic form
M„ = a«2"(l+o(l)),

«-oo,

where q > 1 and a is constant, and specifically ¡xn = an2q(l
((n + \)/n)'' > e„/en,, > 1, for all n, and en -» 0. Lei /(x) fee
suppose that for each e > 0 i/iere is a constant A > 0 smcä í/iaí
yl*l/(l ' " 'e) /or a// A-sufficiently large. Then limsup„J001/„ | eT"'"/2<

+ en)2, where
admissible, and
F[(LA/)(.x)] <
oo for all t > 0.

Proof. The asymptotic constants e„ are behaved in such a way that co„> Jäqnq~x.

If dn is selected so that d„ > «1_<?+e|,where 0 < e, < e, then (2.10)-(2.12) are
satisfied. Specifically, let dn satisfy

"
which implies that kn = dn¡xn = dnan2q(l

cx(\ + e„)V+«+e'

a(l+e„)2Al+"

+ ''

+ en)2 satisfies

< k\ < (n/A)'+q+c.

Hence, there are choices of d„ leading to integer values of k„. This value of kn gives

v\(L^f)(x)]<A(kn)l/(X+q+t)

<A(n/A)

= n

which is at variance with Theorem 2 unless limsup,,^«, l/Je171" < oo. This completes the proof.
For q = 1 we again achieve, to within e, the rate kx/2 for the frequency of
oscillation of V[(Lkf)(x)], this time for the Legendre and Jacobi polynomials as
well as all regular Sturm-Liouville problems.
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For the case of double eigenvalues, we modify the proofs above by writing
<E>m
¿(x; /) in the form
1*

*«.*(*;/)=2

(4.11)

[fnUn(X)

+/«"„(*)]>

(Mm + M„)2

where un(x) and ün(x) are independent normalized eigenfunctions corresponding to
M„. The sum in (4.11) is then understood to be over distinct eigenvalues. Step (3.3) is

replaced by

(4.12)

*«.*(*'«*)

-

<(x)

g*U(x)

+ am<(x)

U(x)

+2
n¥=m

*MmM,
(t>-m + fin?

[fnun(x)+fnu„(x)]
g*U(x)

where gm is either fm or fm, one of which will belong to the subsequence of
coefficients determined by 91t; am stands for either fm/fm or its inverse, and the roles
of u„(x) and h„(x) in (4.12) may be reversed from (4.11). In either case, (A7) assures
that the first term on the right of (4.12) has strongly separated zeros. We treat the
other terms as before, except that there are now two factors m«+ä m (3-4), and

similarly for 5,(x).
5. Analytic expansions. We shall assume in this section that the complex differential equationp2(z)y" + px(z)y' + p0(z)y = 0 has a basis of solutions each of which
is analytic in a region ß containing the interval (a, b). We fix a base point
x0 G (a, b) and consider the initial value problems

(5.1)

Ly = -P(z)Xy,

y(x0,X)=\,

y'(xo,X) = 0,

(5.2)

Ly = -P(z)Xy,

y(xo,X) = 0, y'(x0,X)=\.

Denote the solutions of (5.1) and (5.2) by 6(z, X) and <¡>(z,X), respectively. These
solutions are valid for z G ß and all complex X.
The more standard form of (1.2) is

(5.3)

-(p(x)y')'

+ q(x)y = Xp(x)y.

This may be brought into Liouville normal form by making the change of variables

(5.4)

t = t(x) = fjp(s)/p(s)ds,

w(t) = u(x)[p(x)p(x)]]/4

(see [2, p. 297]). Then (5.3) is equivalent to

(5.5)

-w"(t) + Q(t)w(t) = \w(t),

where Q depends on q, p and p evaluated at x = x(t). Sincep2(z) and P(z) do not
vanish in ß, then the solutions of (5.5) are analytic in the domain ßr which is the
image of ß under the map t = t(x). Let Q(t, X) and $(i, X), for complex t and X,
correspond to the solutions 6(x, X) and <¡>(x,X) defined by (5.1) and (5.2). That is,
@(r, X) and <b(t, X) solve (5.5) and satisfy certain real initial conditions at t(x0) — 0.
Classical arguments show that 9(r, X) and $(r, X) are entire functions of X of order
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not more than 1/2 [6,7,20]. Moreover, if DC,is a compact subset of ß„ then a
constant M can be found such that
(5.6)

\®(t,X)\^eMH'/\

|0(/,A)|<e^l'/2

for all / G %t and all complex X. Transforming conditions (5.6) back to the
z-variable by means of (5.4), it follows that for each compact subset % C ß, there
exist constants M, and M2 such that
(5.7)

\6(z,X)\<M]eM^/2,

\<b(z, X) |< M,eM^/2

for all z G 3Í and all A.
Now the eigenfunctions w„(x) may be conveniently expressed in terms of d(x, X)
and <b(x,X). We have, in fact,
(5.8)

un(z) = u„(x0)8(z,

mJ + u'n(x0)<b(z, fin)

for all z G ß and n — 1,2,3,— Using the estimates (5.7) in (5.8), we have, for an
arbitrary compact set % C ß and z G %,

(5.9)

\u„{z)\<(^n

+ ^„)U(x0)M,exp[M2\X\^2],

where we have used (A5).
Theorem 3. Suppose that f(x) is admissible and satisfies limsup,,^«, |/JeT,x" < oo,
for every t > 0. Then the eigenfunction expansion ( 1.4) converges uniformly on
compact subsets ofQ. Thus f(x) is analytically continuable into ß.

Proof. Given a compact set % C ß, we know from (5.9) that constants M, and
M2 exist such that |u„(z)|< M¡p%+Sexp[M2n1/2] for z G % and all n. Choose
t > M2 and find a constant M3 so that |/, |< M3 exp[-TM1/2]for all n. Then

(5.10)

|/,M„(z)|^M,M3Mrsexp[(M2

- r)p}/2].

Certainly exp[(Af2 - t)m'/2] < fi~iß+s+2) for n large enough, and when this is
inserted into (5.10) it follows that 2"=1 |/„«„(z)|< MxM^(l/n)2.
Therefore
2^=i/n"n(z) is analytic in ß, and this affords the analytic continuation of f(x) into
ß.
Corollary
3. Suppse the eigenvalues m„ satisfy the hypotheses of either Corollary 1
or 2; that is, suppose m„ = anp(\ + o(\)) (p> 1) or \in = an2q(l + o(l)) (q 5* 1).
Let f(x) be an admissible function which satisfies the corresponding assumption on
V[(Lkf\x)\
in one of the corollaries; i.e., either V[(Lkf)(x)]<
Akl/0+p+c) or
V[(LkfXx)] < Akl/0+q+e). Thenf(x) is the restriction to (a, b) of a function analytic
in ß.

we have in both cases V[(Lkf)(x)]<Aki/i2+e).

If either

M„ = otn(l + o(\)) or ¡in = an2(\ + o(\)), this condition implies that/(x)

When p = q=l,

is analytic

in ß. Eigenvalues for the classical orthogonal polynomial problems, as well as all
regular Sturm-Liouville problems, fall into one of these categories. Apart from the
factor e, then, Corollary 3 is a generalization of Hille's Theorem B.
For the classical orthogonal polynomials, ß is the complex plane with {a) and {b}
removed (since the solutions are polynomials, the nonsimple connectivity of ß is of
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no consequence). Hence, the conclusion of Corollary 3 is that f(x) is analytic
everywhere except possibly for x = a and x = b. But the eigenfunctions un(z) are
now entire functions, and so (5.10) must hold in a neighborhood of z = b if it holds
in, say, an annulus centered at z = b. This rules out any singularity at z = b, if it is
finite, and similarly at z = a. Thus/(x) is an entire function.
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